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sist of ‘nodes,’ each of which repre>r.ut. a I~H.I~ unit of
work that a ‘function
unit’ in the clhta pal11 of a machine is capable of performing.
Rib a I&r- Itnit of work.
we mean a primitive
arithilletic
~,peration #)I a tuenror>
operation.
By a ‘function uuit’ we tru’an 1II~ hardwarf,
which executes a node, that is. an alit III~ICIIC
unit or
a path to memory, The ‘size of an iii(itllir
:~rt~t
is the
number of nodes that it encompazsrh.
Nodes are combined iuto ‘~~~ult.ir~ode\~~,l.ll-‘ in t WC1
places in the machine; as the set of uodq.. bthlch arc iy
sued in the same cycle (an ‘issue IL~SIII ir~~&~w~~~(l’)~ a1111
as the set of nodes which are schedutt~l foj executiorr in
the same cycle (a ‘schedule-multinodrw
@Id’). We dis
tinguish between issuing and scheduliitc. ‘~ccalise in d
dynamically
scheduled machine they are lt, .t;nct 01,’ I
ations. Each node that has been issued \vyit- ;I’ a ‘nod+.
table’, decoupled from the other nodes in the same issuemultinodeword,
until all its source operands are ready
and an appropriate
function unit is available. The node
table (which R. M. Tomasulo calls a reservation station
[8]) in conjunction
with a register alias table implement
out-of-order
scheduling.
If all function
unit data paths are not fully
pipelined,
then the presence of a node in a particular schedule-multinodeword
will prevent certain nodes
from appearing in subsequent schedule-multinodewords.
In a fully pipelined
machine,
however. there are no
hardware restrictions
on nodes in consecuti\v
schedulemultinodewords.
In a previous paper 141, we presented the atomic
unit framework and focused on a particular
implemeutation technique for run-time generation of multinodewords. In this paper we focus on how the overall performance varies with different sizes of execution atomic
units.
We have simulated
several different dynamically
scheduled implementations
of the VA,X architecture
and
measured their relative performance.
These implementations vary in their function unit latency, their sizes of

ABSTRACT
In this paper we identify three types of atomic
units, or indivisible
units of work:
architectural
atomic units (defitird
by architecture level interrupts
and exceptions).
compiler
atomic units (defined by compiler code generation) and execution atomic units (defined by
run-time interruptibility).
We discuss t rarleoffs for these units and show that size has different performance
implicationh
depending ou
the atomic unit.
We simulate a number of
different implementations
of the VAX arrhitecture, focusing on different execution atomic
unit sizes. We show that significant
performance benefits can be achieved by having large
execution atomic units in dynamically
srheduled machines.

1. Introduction
In this paper we investigate
the notion of an indivisible unit of work, or an ‘atomic unit.’ There are
different types of atomic units depending on with respect to what the work is atomic. We define three such
types: architectural
atomic units, compiler atomic units
and execution atomic units.
We explain the subtleties
of the distinctions
between the three types of atomic units in section three.
For now, it is sufficient to know that atomic units con-
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into multinodewords.
then it is passed directly
to the
node table. If not, it is first decoded (i.e., translated)
into multinodewords
before being issued.
Nodes can
be executed in an arbitrary
order but older nodes take
priority over younger ones.
Results are distributed
from the function units both
to the node table where other nodes may be awaiting these resu1t.s as source
operands and to the architecturally
visible registers.
We assume that t.he architectural registers are explicit.ly
narnrd in the static instruction stream and register svnchrouizat iou is accomplished with the Tomasulo algorit.hnr
d This tag forwarding mechanism, inrplemented
by the register alias
table. providing
a logical (i.e. instruction
.set architecture specific) to physical ! i.e.. act,ual Inil<-hirle resource)
mapping.
Our abstract machine model doe> not specify the
control of the data path; that. is. how the trrultiuodewords are sequenced.
We are corlc.errlrA in this paper
with t.he lutilization of the c1at.a path. n<lt the implementation of the control path. ?jone t.he less. a few words
are in order.

the out.-of-order execution
‘window’ and their sizes of
execution atomic units. We show that significant
performance benefits can be achieved by having large execution atomic units in dynamically
scheduled machines.
This paper is divided into five se~*‘tious. Section two
presents the abstract machine model on which our experiments were based. Section three out lines our atomic
unit framework, discusses atonlic unit size tradeoffs and
illustrates
how several exist.irrg macllines fit within the
framework.
Section four describes our experiment
alld
analyzes our results. Section five offers some concluding
remarks.
2. Abstract
Machine
Model
Our experiments
are based on the abstract machine
model illustrated
in Figure 1. The intent. of our model
is t.o capture the essential elements of t.he differences
we
are interested in nteasurin, e without being overly tied lg>
a specific implementation.
The instruction
stream is fetcllt,tl fronl menlcjr> all*\
issued as multinodewords
into ill?, noclf. table 1~~ tlte
I \.‘Sl’T. If the instruct,ion
stream ia alrc~n~t\ for I.lir’*r’
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within the block need not go through named registers.
Thus, fewer architecturally
defined general purpose registers may be required, making context switching
less
expensive.

A program consists of sets of operations,
or ‘basic
blocks,’ which are sequenced in such a way as to implement the program being executed.
The operations
within a basic block are encoded as nodes within one or
more issue-multinodewords
and they are delimited
by
control instructions,
identifying
changes in the flow of
control.
The I-UNIT
interprets
these control instructions
and sequences the issue-multinodewords
accordingly,
using one of two mechanisms.
Control flow changes may
be predicted, allowing for the possibility
that work will
have to be undone, or thr machine maJ be stalled when
a branch is detected until the condition bping tested has
been generated.
We have not specified the action of a
control flow change as a node, but there may be certain related operations which are uodes (e.g. a subtract
node for a branch on the result of a comparison).

The second type of atomic unit, the compiler
atomic unit, is the smallest unit of work that the compiler is able to specify. As with AAUs, a CAU is normally what is thought of as a macro instruction,
since
the compiler generates code to that level. AAUs need
not be the same as CAUs? however, and in principle
they could be Iarger or smaller.
In the case of AA’Us
larger than CAUs, the compiler would group together
a set of individually
produced units of work and define
them to be uninterruptible.
This would be useful in
cases where the compiler generates individual
nodes and
architecture
level interruptibility
is not needed at that
low a level. In the case of A.&Us smaller than CXUs,
the hardware can suspend execution in the middle of a
compiler generated unit of work (e.g. a long string move
instruction
that page faults).

3. Atomic
Unit F’ramework
The abstract machine model described in the previous section is used as a basis for discussion in the
remainder of this paper. In this section we present the
atomic unit framework.
We have identified
three separate types of atomic units: architectural
atomic units
(A.Jlis),
compiler atomic units (c’AL:s), and execution
atomic unit is
atomic units (EAiJs). An architectural
a group of nofles which is atomic with respect to architecturally
defined interrupts
and exceptions.
That is,
events which can interrupt
the normal execution of a
stream of code (hardware interrupts
and process exceptions) and cause a change in the flow of control I t.ypitally to operating
system code), take place in between
architectural
atomic unit.s.

There are two main choices for C’.\l-s: individual
nodes and higher level encoded instructions
encompassi& from one to many nodes. If CAlls are individual
nodes. then the set produced by the compiler could either be the exact set implemented
by the hardware, or
there could be some sort of translation
which occurs at
run-time.
If .t.he CAUs are encoded instructions,
more
than just a translation
is involved; a decoding process
is necessary in which nodes are generated.
These nodes
can either then be directly executed or they can be packaged into larger units and executed together. For either
type of CAU, it may be useful to cache the nodes in
order to save the work of translating
or decoding.

Thus. the stat.e of a process ran only be preserved
at an AAU boundary.
.In A.l\U is normally
what is
thought of as a macro instruction
since n~tbs;t processors are interruptible
at this level. In principle.
:I.-\Vs
could encompas varying amounts of work, from individual nodes to entire basic blocks (or larger). but. where
they are significantly
affects the way the hardware
is
implemented.

In important
issue. which relates to the format
of the node type CAUs is the notion of the degree of
*coupling
to the implementation.
The nodes produced
by the compiler may be freely format.ed, in which case
they are decoupled from the implementation,
or alternatively they may be formated exact,ly into the-issuemultinodewords
of a specific implementation.
In the
former case, the nodes that constitute
the instruction
stream must be packed into issue-multinodewords
dynamically. This is actiomplished
through the use of what
we refer to as a ‘fill unit’ 14). Although
this scheme requires greater run-time overhead. an advantage is that
a buffer against technology is provided.
Machines with
varying numbers of nodes per multinc&word
could be
implemented
in a straightfortvard
w-a!. .;\Is~J, a machine
with uncoupled CAUs can take advantaqtx of ruu-time
information
{such as branch prediction
ioforrllation
or
dynamic operand -values) in creating rnult illodewords.

Small AXUs allow low interrupt
latency to be easily handled in machines with simple data paths since
the level of granularity
is small. However, with suit.able
backup hardware interrupt
latency can be minimized
even with large AAUs by discarding pending operations
when an interrupt
is received. This sort of backup hardware is generally required in out-of-order
execution machines and those with dynamic
branch prediction,
so
it might not pose a significant
increase in complexity,
but note that due to the discarded work, efficiency is
reduced.

Small compiler atomic units mav inr-rease conmiletime effort but allow more compile-time
optimization
by
allowing a finer level of control over the work to be done.
The definitions of the architectural
atomic units and the
compiler atomic units together we collectively
refer to
as the ‘instruction
set architecture’
(ISA). Conventional
ISAs have only a single set of instructions,
which act as
both AAUs anh CAUs.

Large X.-\Us potentially
decreilsc the size of the architectural state of the machille. This is because within
an uninterruptible
block of nodes. temporary
results
need not be given explicit names, they can be referred
to by their position within the block. That is, since all
of the work within the AAU is atomic with respect to
process state, values which are computed and used only
429

also used this philosophy.
These architectures
generally
have AAUs the same as the CAUs, and the idea that
in any implementation,
the EAUs will also be the same.
Thus, while these architectures
can benefit from the performance advantages of small CAUs, they are limited in
that implementing
them on hardware with large EAUs
is difficult.
That is. if an architecture
similar to the IBM 801
were to be implemented
on a processor with a high degree of concurrency! high function unit utilization
would
necessitate large EAUs (at least as large as multinodewords).
While this could be accomplished
by implementing a fast mode / slow mode scheme and dynamically creating multinodewords,
it would be more natural
to discard the architecture
and make a transition
to a
VLIW machine, where the AALis and EAUs increase
in size to a multinodeword
but CAl.‘s remain at the
node Level. In this case, the nodes are scheduled statically, so increasing
the size of the l?.i\l’s beyond the
size of the multinodewords
won’t in. rraase utilization.
The compiler has already packed t.he rlodr slots in t,he
multinodeword.
iluplenwut
ation
1 To furt.her increase utilization.
techniques
such as HPS dynamically
schedule nodes
onto function
units [5j. In an HPS impletnentation
that has CAUs closely coupled to the implementation.
such as HPSm [3], EAU s and AAUs are again equal to
multinodewords.
An HPS machine with EAUs encompassing multiple
multinodewords
can further increase
utilization.
By allowing a larger unit of work to be
put together
as an atomic unit. more node slots can
potentially
be filled. In addition.
by utilizing
dynamic
information
in creating EAUs. even further run-time optimization
is possible. Finally. rlynanti*. branch prediction in a machine of this type would
potentially
allow
E.iGs to encompass more than one hasir block, furt,her
increasing function unit utilization.
That is. two consecutive basic blocks joined by a highly predict able branch
could be joined together into a single E.41.‘. ln this case,
however, we would be back to a fast mode
slow mode
scheme unless AAUs-are also increased beyond the size
of a basic block.

The third and final type of atomic unit, t.he execution atomic unit, is an implementation
issue rather than
all architectural
one. An EAC is a group of microoperations t.hat the hardware issues at run-time as an indivisible unit. The inability
to partially.execute
an E.AI:
stems from the forwarding of node results to other nodes
without going through explicit registers. ‘Thus. an EAL:
is analogous
to an AAC’, but rather than a const,raint
imposed by the architecture,
an EAU is a charact.eristic
of an implementation.
An EXU may be smaller than an i\.lU (for example in a sequential microcoded machine where each node
gets executed individually)
or it may be larger (in cases
where the hardware dynamically
creates large units of
indivisible
work). Larger EAUs are more likely to lead
to higher utilization
of node siots within the multinodewords since the work constitut.ing
an E.i\lj is packed into
issue-multinodewords
as a unit.
In the case of machines with c’?iI’s equal to nodes
and closely coupled to an inlplementation.
the compiler has the opportunity
t.o pack the nodes exactly into
issue-multinodewords,
as rrientictned al,ov~. In this case.
the compiler can use static branch prediction.
loop UIIrolling and global optimizat,ion
techniqurs, such as trace
Having EArs
scheduling [l], t o get higher utilization.
larger than multinodewords
will not increase utilization
in this case since the compiler is in control of the exact multinodeword
composition.
This is true for st.atitally as well as dynamically
scheduled machines, as long
as the instruction
unit doesn’t do any translation
or
repacking of multinodewords.
On the other hand, machines which have encoded
CAUs and machines with node type CAGs uncoupled
from the implementation
may benefit from multiple
In this case, the instruction
multinodeword
EAUs.
unit will dynamically
package nodes int.o E:.\l‘s. If the
EAUs are larger, there is a greater charlc-c that. more
node slots can be utilized since the larger set of uodes
to choose from will tend to smooth out. constraints
on
which types of nodes can be placed in which locations
within a multinodeword.
One advantage of large AAUs not mentioned above
is that they make it easier to increase the size of EAUs.
Implementing
EAUs larger than AAUs is non-trivial
and requires the implementation
of some sort of backup
hardware [2). In the event of an exception inthe middle
of an EAU (but at the boundary of an A.&I’), t.he backup
hardware restores the state of a machine to the beginning of the EAU Execution then proceeds one .\XCr at a
time until the exception is discovered. tve define the operation of a machine implementing
this t.ype of backup
hardware as having two modes: fast, and slow. In fast
mode, the machine executes EAUs and in slow mode
the machine exicutes AAUs (which are smaller).

4. Experimental
Results
In this section we describe the measurements
we
made on the performance of dyuamically
scheduled machines with different sizes of execution atomic units. Cve
measured 9 different implementations
for each of the two
EAU possibilities:
VAX instructions
and basic blocks.
There were two parameters
which we varied, window
size and function
unit latency.
The compiler atomic
units were VAX instructions
in all cases.
The window size! which is the amount of active
work permitted
in the machine was simulated
at one
EAU, two EAUs and an unlimited
number.
This permits us to see how different choices of EAU sizes varies
as a function of how much work is Active. Latencies of
.I\LU/memorywere
simulated at cycle counts of ljl,4/4
and 4/8. This permits us to see how EAU size interacts
with the depth of the function unit pipelines.

In the IBM 801, the justification
was made for small
compiler atomic units in order to exploit their advantages (i.e. a finer level of control over the nodes which
are executed) [7]. 0th er p rocessors available today have
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The E.&Us, once filled, are passed on to a merge
unit, where they are issued to the node table one multinodeword per cycle.
This is where static to dynamic
binding occurs. Each node that is issued is assigned a
global dynamic tag, and reads from registers and writes
to registers are processed by the register alias table. In
each cycle, nodes are scheduled from the node table into
each function unit. We currently
implement
one function unit per multinodeword
slot. thus three AL !: nodes
and one memory node can be schedulrd IN cycle.

We made the 18 measurements
described
above on
three benchmarks:
a string search benchmark,
a linked
list insertion benchmark and a Livertnore
Loop kerllc!
The benchmarks are summarized in figure 2 and thr. P
sults are presented in figure 3. \‘.‘e indicate tl~. totirl
number of cycles for each implenlc*rlt ation. the p*‘f’Ie )I
mance relative to the unlimited
window. low lat*,II,...
basic block EA[T case and the function unit utilizatloll.
Note that since some work gets scheduled and then disrelated
carded, the utilization
numbers are not directly
to the total execution
time.

Every cycle results being distributed
from the function units or the memory unit are used to upda~c wait.ing nodes in the node table and stored in the register
alias table for future use. The node taLlcs and rt,+.ter
alias table are divided into banks. which correspa,rld tu
EAUs. When a branch prediction
trap occurs (sign&d
by an “assert” node which gets executed by function

We have focused on issue bandwidt.h and data path
utilization,
not node generation,
so we do not examine
here the run-time overhead that an encoded CAIJ machine would have over a node type C-AI: machine. We
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nodes onto function units whenever their operands are
ready, keeping the function units supplied with work
to do. Unfortunately,
function unit utilization
can be
low even when executing
programs that have a large
amount of local parallelism.
One of the reasons for this
is that nodes may not be optimally
packed into multinodewords. The machine may stall due to lack of work,
not because there is not enough work to do, but simply
because it cannot be issued fast enough.
In order to investigate
this problem. we have simulated several configurations
with different sizes of execution atomic units. We found that in most implementations, a significant
amount of additional
local parallelism can be exploited when the execut.ion atomic units
are large. In a machine that Can issue several nodes per
cycle, the packing of nodes into multinodewords
is a
critical function.
It may be done statically
or dynamically, but larger units of work packed together lead to
higher utilizations
of node slots.

unit), the sequencer in the I-UNIT
backs up the node
tables and the register alias table and proceeds to mew
the EAU at the alternate direction.
A two-bit counter
branch predictor is implemented.
When all registers are valid in the regiy1” alias table and all nodes in the node table have been scheduled
for the oldest bank in the machine, it is retired.
This
causes all memory writes to be made permanent, the literal register values are copied into a permanent area and
the bank is usable for the next EAU. We don’t count
the cycles that, would be needed to generate multinodewords from encoded VAX instructivns.
That is, we
assume that the decoded EAUs can always be pulled
directly from a node cache.
The main limitation
of the VAX instruction
EAU
implementations
is that instructions
have to be split on
multinodeword
boundaries.
Thus. if an instruction
only
consists of one node, three slots will be unused. ;\lso. if
an instruction
requiring two memory nodes and no .L\Ll.’
nodes is followed by an instruction
requiring six X1,1.nodes, a total of four multinodewords
are required iltstead of the minimal t,wo. In the basic block EAI! implementation,
consecutive
instructions
can share multinodewords arbitrarily.
Summaries of the benchmarks
are shown in figure
2. Note that CAU size ranges from 1.59 nodes to 2.34
nodes. We see that the sizes of the basic blocks range
from 5.03 in the string search benchmark to 24.45 in the
Livermore Loop benchmark.
The results indicate the depending
on the implementation,
the speedup in increasing
the size of the
EAUs can be significant.
In cases where issue bandwidth is a bottleneck,
the speedup is naturally
greater
than in cases where other bottlenecks
come into play.
In the latency 4/B cases, memory intensive benchmarks
such as the string search are more likely to be limited
by the memory rather than the issue bandwidth.
Note
that the difference between the basic block and VAX
instruction
implementations
is low in the high latency
cases for string search but greater for low latency implementations.
The Livermore Loop benchmark indicates different
behavior.
Because it is very compute dependent, even
with high memory latency it is much more sensitive to
issue bandwidth.
In fact, the relative performance
between basic block EAUs and VAX instruction
EAUs is
greater for high memory latency.
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